European University of Regions and Territories for Lifelong Learning

LIFELONG LEARNING FOR ADULTS
Rethinking the dynamics of lifelong learning
11th session, LYON
Hôtel de Région, 1 Esplanade François Mitterrand
30 September - 2 October 2013
How to promote innovation in adult learning?
In the European context of crisis, the gap between the skills and competences acquired by
individuals and those needed by the labour market requires to fundamentally rethink lifelong
learning policies.
The economic situation and the labour transformations need people with more diversified skills
and competences. People looking for a work, people on precarious jobs or people with disabilities
are confronted with more difficulties.
In this context, there is a compelling need for reconfiguring LLL.
How to put in practice the dynamics of alliances, networks and actors in territories?
Lifelong learning is not only the right to follow complementary training sessions. It is the
possibility of enriching our capacities, abilities, knowledge on a permanent and continuous basis
through labour experiences and citizenship activities.
It is a collective and cooperative mode of learning. It deserves to be sustained, supported and
encouraged in a process toward progress.
How to implement it on a territory (a space where resources, innovation potential and a network of
actors are linked up)?
How should we reconfigure the links between actors, organisations and systems in order to face
and adapt to changes?
How does the European strategy take into account these new stakes?
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Simultaneous translation: French – English

Facilitate interregional cooperation projects
Time and space will be given to information and exchange on cooperation projects

Projects Space
All along the session, spaces will be given to posters on which participants have the possibility to present their
works, projects, etc. in order to facilitate exchanges and cooperation.
See on the site freref.eu: “Project space” questionnaire

Interregional cooperation Projects in the context of the 2014-2020 programmes
During the Regional Council (Wednesday 2 October)
Presentation of the context and regulation of the 2014-2020 programmes by the Europe-Education-FormationFrance (2e2f) Agency and the Lorraine Technical Assistance Platform (PASTEL).
The presentation will be followed by an exchange on the perspectives of common works and projects.
See on the site freref.eu:” interregional cooperation project” questionnaire

Monday 30 September
Conseil Régional Rhône-Alpes

9:00
10:00

Welcome

Opening
Jean VANOYE, President of FREREF
Jean-Jack QUEYRANNE, President of the Rhône-Alpes regional Council

10:25

Key notes:
The engineering role of the Region at the core of the dynamics of alliances, networks
and territories
Jean-Jack QUEYRANNE, , President of the Rhône-Alpes regional Council

10:45

The European dynamics of Regions and Territories
st

Mercédès BRESSO, 1 Vice-president of the Committee of the Regions, Brussels
Hande OZSAN BOZATLI, PrEsident of the Assembly of European Regions (ARE)
11:15

1st Round Table: How to make lifelong learning efficient for adults?
Think over actors’ configurations for the dynamics of alliances, networks and territories

Key note speakers
Steve BAINBRIDGE, Senior Expert for European vocational education and training policy, CEDEFOP
Thierry BERTHET, Research director, IEP Bordeaux

Discussants
Antoine GODBERT, director, Agency Europe Education (2e2f), National coordinator, European agenda
for adult learning, Bordeaux
Thomas FROEHLICHER, Director General & Dean, HEC/Management school of Liège University
Olivier LAS VVERGNAS, directeur, Cité des Métiers, Paris
Queralt CAPSADA, Jaume Bofill Foundation, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona
14:00

Lifelong Learning in the Regions : its role for employment
Michel SAPIN, Labour, Employment and Vocational Training Ministry

15:00

Three Workshops in parallel : 1st session
Workshop 1: Enterprises, innovations and competences of employees
Workshop 2: Flexibility and learning pathways : linking up territories, resources and
networks
Workshop 3 : Building a dynamics of alliance to support adults’ mobility

16:15 – 18:15

1st et 2d
days

Workshops in parallel : 2d session
Meeting space: Posters
A space for presenting posters on works, projects etc. will be available for participants in order to facilitate exchanges
and cooperation.

18:30

Visit of the exhibition « Ghosts of Liberty

20:00

Official reception

Tuesday 1st October
Conseil Régional Rhône-Alpes
9 :00
(plenary)

2d Round Table: What innovations to « adjust » training to adults?
The notion of Lifelong Learning means more than training; it is a construction through diverse experiences and
pathways. How to innovate and experiment all along learning pathways in order to mobilize the diversity of
experiences and competences acquired through working? How to make lifelong orientation a core element of
learning pathways?

Discussants
Madina BOLLY, UNESCO Institute for Lifelong Learning, Hambourg
Florence PERRIN, Vice-president, Rhône-Alpes regional Council
Grégoire EVEQUOZ, director of the Office for Orientation and Vocational Training of Geneva Canton,
Genève
Michel-Louis PROST, Vice-president du Conseil Economique, Social et Environnemental Rhône-Alpes et
Président de l'Alliance Science & Business CENTRALE LYON / EM LYON
Roman CIEPIELA, Vice-president of Malopolska Region and Grazyna Prawelska-Skrzypek, professor,
Jagellon University, Krakow
Sébastien Thierry, deputy director, Agence Europe Education Formation France
10:30 –
12:00

14:00
(plenary)

14:20

15:20

16:30

17 :00

Workshops in parallel : 3d session
Conclusions and recommendations
What territorial dynamic systems should be developed for the success of adults’
learning pathways?
How to put in place a dynamic system of organisations, actors and territories that interact , adjust and face changes?
Feedback from the workshops:
Olivier IHL, Research director, Sciences Po Grenoble
Critical Looks to the recommendations:
Philippe MEIRIEU, Vice-president in charge of Lifelong Learning, Rhone-Alpes regional Council
Discussants of the workshops: Liliane Esnault, Roseline Le Squere, Xavier Farriols

2020 perspectives for Europe
Odile QUINTIN, former general director of the DGEAC of the European Commission, President of Erasmus
Circle
Martina NI CHEALLAIGH, European Commission, DGEAC, Unit « Vocational training and adult
education; Leonardo da Vinci, Grundtvig», Brussels
Hande OZSAN BOZATLI, President of the Assembly of European Regions (ARE)
David LOPEZ, President of EUCIS-LLL

Closing session
Jean VANOYE, President of FREREF
Christiane DEMONTES, Rhône Senate
End of the European University of Regions and Territories for Lifelong Learning

Wednesday 2 October
Conseil Régional Rhône-Alpes
9:00

REGIONAL COUNCIL
(discussion meeting opened to all participants who wish to take part into cooperation projects)

9:30

Interregional cooperation Projects in the context of the 2014-2020 programmes
Presentation of the context and regulation of the programmes of the new European cycle
by the Europe-Education-Formation-France (2e2f) Agency and the Lorraine Technical Assistance
Platform (PASTEL)

10:30

Exchanges on the perspectives of common works

11:30

End of the meeting

Three Workshops in parallel
The Networks-Territories dynamics
Animation and Organisation of the three workshops in parallel
Animation will enable the highlighting of elements, which will allow participants to expand on the session themes and strive after work
prospects and partnership projects.
Each workshop will be concluded with the formulation of one or two recommendations on the conditions for putting in practice local
networks

Workshop 1
Enterprises, innovations and competences of employees
Suggested themes for contributions:
- Collective configurations of enterprises and taking into account learning
- Informal learning: recognition and building of knowledge
- Collective competences, « adaptation know-how » to the different work situations
- Recognition and transmission of work experience
- New competences and the ecological transition
- What alliances to develop new forms of learning : university-firm partnership, involvement of social
partners, ...?
- Skilling-up : the territorial role of higher education
Animation: Liliane ESNAULT, FREREF)
Discussants:
Michel-Louis PROST, Vice-president of the Conseil Economique, Social et Environnemental Rhône-Alpes and President of
Alliance Science & Business CENTRALE LYON / EM LYON
Grégoire EVEQUOZ, director of the office for Orientation and Vocational Training of Geneva Canton, Genève
Philippe GALEZ, Vice-president, Conseil des Etudes et de la Vie Universitaire (CEVU) , University of Savoie, Chambéry

Workshop 2
Flexibility and learning pathways : linking up territories, resources and networks
Suggested themes for contributions:
- Perseverance and relevance of local networks
- Work organisation, collaborative work and learning on the job
- Learning pathways and tools for the recognition of work experience
- Basic competences, transversal competences
- Part-time workers, pluri-activity
Animation: Roseline LE SQUERE, Bretagne Sud University (UBS)
Discussants:
Hervé FERNANDEZ, ANLCI
Michel OLLIER, CFE-CGC
Alexia DEVELAY, OPCALIA-Rhone-Alpes

Workshop 3
Building a dynamics of alliance for the following-up of adults’ mobility
Suggested themes for contributions:
Taking into account a global perspective of mobility either geographic, professional or social
- Lifelong orientation
- Vocational transitions
- Professional pathways : mobility, access and rights to training in non-linear learning pathways
- Role of university in social promotion
Animation: Xavier FARRIOLS, FREREF
Discussants:
Jean-Patrick FARRUGIA, APCM
Patrick RYWALSKI, IFFP, Lausanne
Olivier LAS VERGNAS, director, Cité des Métiers, Paris
Call for contribution: http://www freref.eu
Contacts :Joël Bonamy : jbonamy@freref.rhonealpes.fr
Claude Costechareyre : ccc@niagara.fr or Axel Joder : ajoder@freref.rhonealpes.fr

Since 2003, the European University of Regions and Territories for lifelong
learning has become a key forum for European exchanges between
researchers, professionals and managers committed in a variety of fields to
lifelong learning issues, as well as representatives of various types of users
and players in the economic, political and social arenas.
A key forum for meetings and exchanges
The European university promotes the dissemination of information and
common share of research and project results.
It is also a key forum to take stock on changes related to reflections and
practices in training institutions.
The European University favours the creation of a European network for
exchanges, cooperation and mutual gain in the field of lifelong learning.
Topics discussed since 2003
• “Lifelong Learning: the Challenges " in Lyon in 2003.
• “Managing Pathways of Life and Learning in knowledge societies" in
Lyon in 2004.
• “Mobility in Knowledge Society" at Archamps (Haute-Savoie, France)
in 2005.
• “Competences for Lifelong Learning" at Cracow (Malopolska, Poland)
in 2006.
• “Integration into working life: Tensions between education, training and
employment” in Luxembourg in 2007.
• “Regional cooperation: do regional and European policies match?”,
Thessaloniki, 2008
• Lifelong Learning, Regions and Crisis: What are the tensions revived
and the new opportunities emerging?, Barcelona, 2009
• Lifelong Learning : a new economic and social development for the
Regions !, Brussels, 2010
• Contribution of firms to Lifelong Learning, Neuchâtel, 2011
• « Territorial Alliances for Lifelong Learning », Metz, 2012
The publications resulting from the works of the European Universities are available in
French and English on request from FREREF and can be downloaded at www.freref.eu.

European University of Regions and Territories
for Lifelong Learning

LYON, 30 September-2 October 2013
Registration : freref@freref.rhonealpes.fr
Registration fees
normal : 400 euros
Organisations geographically located in one of FREREF’s member
Region * : 300 euros
FREREF Member Regions * : 200 euros
Simultaneous Translation : French – English
Information : FREREF, Martine Ezikian– Tel. +33 (0)4 26 73 65 01
freref@freref.rhonealpes.fr – Site Web : www.freref.eu
* The list of member Regions is on the FREREF web site : www.freref.eu

